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Abstract This paper studies the toppling dynamics
of a mass-varying domino system for which the
mass of the domino changes at an exponential rate
of its sequence number. By introducing geometrical
constraints representing the interactions between the
dominoes and the ground, we propose a simplified
model which can describe their toppling dynamics
as a one-degree-of-freedom structural-varying system.
Principles of energy and generalized momentum
conservation are used to investigate the free falling
and the colliding phases of the system, and our
proposed model is validated through a comprehensive
numerical study. Furthermore, we develop an impact
mapping for studying the evolution of the system by
using the mathematical properties of their geometrical
constraints, and establish the occurrence conditions
for solitary wave. According to these conditions, the
system can exhibit four different propagation modes:
non-solitary mode, uniform solitary mode, accelerating
solitary mode and stopped mode. Based on the studies
in this paper, we can reveal the dynamic characteristics
of domino phenomenon and provide an insight into its
energy evolution.
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Nomenclature
d Thickness of domino (m)
e Coefficient of restitution (-)
E Mechanical energy (J)
Fn Normal contact force (N)
Fτ Tangential contact force (N)
FI Inertial coordinate frame (-)
Fi Body fixed coordinate frame (-)
g Gravitational acceleration (m/s2)
h Hight of domino (m)
i, j, ii, ji Unit vectors in coordinate systems (-)
i, j, n Sequence index (-)
Ic Moment inertia about mass centre (kg · m2)
I Moment inertia about lower right corner
(kg · m2)
λ Number of the discrete points on contact
interface (-)
k Attenuation exponent of domino’s motion (-)
mi Mass of ith domino (kg)
q Mass exponent (-)
q Column vector of generalized coordinates (-)
s Spacing between dominoes (m)
t Time (s)
T Kinetic energy (J)
u Dimensionless height of the center of mass (-)
vτ Relative tangential velocity (m/s)
V Gravitational potential energy (J)
x, y Position of domino’s centre (m)
θi Rotation angle of ith domino (rad)
θc Domino’s spacing angle (rad)
θm Domino’s maximum tilt angle (rad)
δ Relative normal displacement (m)
µ Slip friction coefficient (-)
µs Stick friction coefficient (-)
Ψ in Angle of ith domino when the nth domino’s
angle is θ (rad)
Φin Ratio of the angular velocities between
the ith and the nth dominoes (-)
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1 Introduction
Domino phenomenon is usually used to describe the
cumulative effect in a marginally stable system when
one event sets off a chain of similar events, such
as the wave propagation in earthquake [1, 2], the
transitions within a cell cycle [3], the collapsing of
carbon nanotube [4, 5], the ruck in a rug [6, 7], nuclear
and chemical reactions [8, 9], energy transmission in
meta-material [10–14], and the chain effect in economics
and sociology [15, 16]. These phenomena can be
physically represented by the domino falling problem
[17], i.e., a group of regularly spaced dominoes fall
down one by one if an initial push is given leading to
a domino wave. In particular, the propagation speed
and the energy evolution of the domino wave are the
main characteristics studied by many researchers for
understanding different chain events, e.g. [18–28].
Modelling the dynamics of dominoes has attracted
great attention from many researchers. Daykin [18]
firstly pioneered the problem of domino toppling,
and Shaw [19] studied the toppling domino chain
experimentally. McLachlan et al. [20] proposed that the
domino wave can propagate at a constant front speed
depending on the spacing between two neighboring
dominoes. Bert [21] studied the free toppling of a single
domino, and found an explicit relationship for its front
speed and domino’s spacing. In [22], Efthimiou et al.
deduced the front speed for a domino array by assuming
the domino as a massless rod with a concentrated mass
at its top. Larham [23] conducted extensive experiments
and found that the model proposed by Efthimiou et
al. [22] is rather limited. In order to analyze domino’s
propagation, Stronge developed two types of models,
a single collision model [24] and a cooperative group
model [25]. By comparing both models numerically and
experimentally, it shows that the single collision model
can be applied to the dominoes with a large spacing,
while the cooperative group model, which assumes
frictionless and perfectly plastic contact between each
domino, can predict the trend of domino wave for
any spacing. van Leeuwen [26] and Fujii et al. [27]
further developed the cooperative group model by
taking friction into account. Furthermore, Lu et al.
[28] applied the discrete element method to simulate
domino’s falling, and Shi et al. [17] developed a
precise numerical model with consideration of multi-
point impacts between dominoes. Until now, most
of the existing studies have focused on studying the
characteristics of the domino wave by using uniform
dominoes, and the studies of nonuniform dominoes
are very limited. Therefore, this paper will study the
domino wave by extending the precise numerical model
proposed in [17] and the cooperative group model
studied in [25] to nonuniform dominoes.
In this paper, we consider a special nonuniform
domino array, namely the mass-varying domino system,
for which both the mass and the inertia of the
domino exponentially change with its sequence number,
while the size and spacing of the dominoes are
uniform. To study the toppling dynamics of the domino
system, we will develop a numerical model, for which
the algorithm for multiple impacts [29, 30] will be
introduced to the impact process of the dominoes,
and the linear complementary conditions [31] will be
applied to its contact dynamics. We will also develop
a simplified model for the nonuniform dominoes by
following the assumptions of the cooperative group
model proposed in [25]. This simplified model assumes
that the interaction between the domino and the
ground satisfies some geometrical constraints, and
therefore, the dominoes can be described as a one-
degree-of-freedom structure-varying system. Based on
the simplified model, the impact-free dynamics of the
system is governed by the conservation principle of
mechanical energy, while the collision at the wave front
satisfies the principle of the generalized momentum
conservation. Furthermore, we will extensively analyse
the evolution of the kinetic energy and the gravitational
potential energy based on the mathematical properties
of geometrical constraints of the domino system.
Then we will establish the impact mapping to reveal
the evolution of domino’s front speed, as well as
the condition for which allows the domino wave
to propagate in a form of solitary wave. Finally,
according to various combinations of domino’s mass and
geometric parameters, our theoretical results indicate
four types of propagation modes for the domino wave:
non-solitary mode, uniform solitary mode, accelerating
solitary mode and stopped mode.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows.
Numerical and the simplified models of nonuniform
dominoes are introduced in Section 2 and 3, re-
spectively. In Section 4, some analytical solutions
of domino’s propagation are presented. In Section
5, numerical calculations are carried out to validate
the accuracy of the simplified model. In addition,
the dependence of wave’s characteristics, such as
propagation mode, front speed and energy evolution, on
the geometry and mass variation of the domino system
are studied numerically. Finally, some conclusions are
drawn in Section 6.
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2 Numerical model
The falling dominoes considered in this study are shown
in Fig. 1(a), where h and d are the height and the
thickness of the domino, respectively, and s is the
spacing between two neighboring dominoes. Let mi be
the mass of the ith domino, the moment of inertia of
the ith domino about its centre of mass can be written
as Ici = mi(h
2 + d2)/12.
Define an inertial coordinate frame FI = {O; ij}
with the axial i and j along and perpendicular to the
ground, respectively. A body coordinate Fi = {Oi; iiji}
fixed at the centre of mass of the ith domino Oi with
the axial ii and ji perpendicular and along the domino,
respectively. The motion of the ith domino can be
described by a generalized coordinate qi = (xi, yi, θi),
where (xi, yi) is the position of the ith domino’s centre
Oi, θi is its angular displacement, and θi > 0 means the
clockwise rotation of the ith domino.
If the (n − 1)th domino is falling down towards
its stable neighbor n, the generalized coordinates for
the current configuration of the system can be written
as q = (q1,q2, · · · ,qn)T ∈ R3n, which includes the
fallen dominoes only, and its dimension varies with the
number of dominoes that are falling.
For the first (n-1) dominoes, we define the point-
contact pair between the ith domino and the ground
as {Ai, A′i} , and the point-contact pair between the
ith and the (i + 1)th dominoes as {Bi, B′i}. For the
nth domino, line contact between the domino and the
ground is considered, which can be simplified as a series
of discrete point contacts {Anj, A′nj} as shown in Fig.
1(b), where j = 1, 2, · · · , λ, and λ is the number of
these discrete points to be defined. Therefore, the total
number of possible contact points in this system is nc =
2n− 1 + λ.
For n falling dominoes, the relative normal
displacements of these contact pairs can be written as
δ = [δA1 , δB1 , · · · , δAn−1, δBn−1 , δAn1 , · · · , δAnλ ]T , (1)
where δ ∈ Rnc , δAi and δBi are the relative
normal displacements of the contact pairs {Ai, A′i}
and {Bi, B′i} , respectively, and δAnj is the relative
normal displacement of the contact pair {Anj , A′nj} .
The contact forces between these contact points can
be decomposed along the normal and the tangential
directions as
{
Fn = [FnA1 , F
n
B1
, · · · , FnAn−1 , FnBn−1 , FnAn1 , · · · , FnAnλ ]T
Fτ = [F τA1 , F
τ
B1
, · · · , F τAn−1 , F τBn−1 , F τAn1 , · · · , F τAnλ ]T
(2)
where Fni ∈ Rnc and F τi ∈ Rnc are the normal
and tangential contact forces of the ith contact point,
respectively.
By using the Euler-Lagrange equation, we can
obtain the equation of motion for the domino system
as
Mq̈ = G+WFn +NFτ , (3)




2 , · · · ,mn,mn,
Icn) ∈ R3n×3n is the generalized mass matrix,
G = [0,−m1g, 0, 0,−m2g, 0, · · · , 0,−mng, 0]T ∈ R3n×1
is the generalized gravity, g is the gravitational
acceleration, W ∈ R3n×nc and N ∈ R3n×nc are
the Jacobian matrices for connecting the normal and
tangential forces to the generalized forces, respectively.
A detailed derivation of these matrices and the solution
of Eq (3) can be found from [17].
To solve Eq. (3), we divide the process of
domino falling into an impact-free and an impact
phases. For the impact-free phase, the normal contact
force Fni can be obtained by using the integrated
linear complementary relationship established in the
displacement, velocity and acceleration [32, 33], which




δi · Fni = 0, δi ≥ 0, Fni ≥ 0,
δ̇i · Fni = 0, δ̇i ≥ 0, Fni ≥ 0,
δ̈i · Fni = 0, δ̈i ≥ 0, Fni ≥ 0,
(4)
where i = 1, 2, · · · , nc. To determine the tangential








| , if v
τ
i 6= 0,
F τi ≤ µsiFni , if vτi = 0,
(5)
where µi > 0 and µ
s
i > µi are the slip and the stick
friction coefficients at the ith contact set, respectively.
Based on the above conditions, they can be used for
solving Eq. (3) in the impact-free phase.
Once an impact occurs, the interaction at the
contact point for short time duration may cause
stiff problem in numerical computation [34]. To avoid
this issue, we employ the multi-point impact model
proposed in [29, 30, 32] by neglecting the non-impulsive
forces (e.g. gravity), and assume invariant displacement
during the impact. Under these two assumptions,
Eq. (3) can be transform into an impulse equation for
the impact phase of the domino system as
Mdq̇ = WdPn +NdPτ , (6)
where dPn = F ndt and dPτ = Fτdt are the normal
and the tangential infinitesimal impulses, respectively.
To solve Eq. (6), dPn and dPτ should be obtained
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Fig. 1 (a) Toppling dominoes on the ground. (b) Discrete contact points model.
through the distributing rule of impulse [29, 30], which
determines the ratios of different infinitesimal impulses
at various contact points. The ratio in the distributing
rule can be determined through the stiffness of the
contact points and the potential energy stored in the
contact sets, while the stiffness can be described by
introducing a constitution law between the relative
normal displacement and the normal contact force
at the contact point. For this reason, the Hertz
contact model [35] was adopted in this study. On
the other hand, the potential energy between contact
sets can be induced by the work done by the normal
contact force through normal deformation, and this
quantity can also be obtained by multiplying the
relative normal velocity and impulse. Here, it is worth
noting that, due to the plastic impact in the system,
the bilinear constitutive model [36] was used for
calculating the energy dissipation in this process, and
the tangential infinitesimal impulses was calculated
through the normal infinitesimal impulses using the
Coulomb friction law. For a detailed study of this
impact phase, readers can refer to [32].
3 Simplified model
3.1 Motion of dominoes
Numerical studies in [17] have shown that the physical
parameters of dominoes, such as friction and restitution
coefficients, have less influence than their geometrical
parameters, e.g. thickness and spacing, on the toppling
dynamics of the dominoes. Following the assumptions
of the cooperative group model in [25], we restrict the
interactions between the dominoes and the ground in
our system as follows.
(a) There is no sliding motion occurring between the
domino and the ground;
(b) The impact between the ground and the domino is
perfectly plastic, i.e. the domino is kept in contact
with the ground after the impact;
(c) The friction between dominoes is neglectable;
(d) The impact between two dominoes is perfectly
plastic, i.e. two colliding dominoes remain in contact
after the impact.
Fig. 2 shows the snapshot of a toppling domino system
under the above assumptions. As shown in this picture,
the relative motion between two neighboring dominoes
satisfies the following geometric constraint [25]








where θi(t) and θi+1(t) are the rotational angles of the
ith and the (i + 1)th dominoes, respectively, and here
the nth domino is defined as the front domino. Due to
the geometry of the domino, the rotational angle for
each tilted domino is limited within the range θi(t) ∈
[0, θm), where θm = arccos(d/(d+s)), corresponding to
a maximum tilt angle.
Differentiating Eq.(7) with respect to time, we








It is clear that Eqs.(7) and (8) establish two
recursive relationships that allow the motion state
of each tilted domino to be determined by a single
independent variable. Here, we choose the independent
variable as the rotational angle of the front domino, θs.
According to Eqs. (7) and (8), the rotational angle θi
and the angular velocity θ̇i of the ith domino (i ≤ n)




















where function Ψ in(θs) represents the rotation angle of
the ith domino at the configuration where the front
domino (the nth domino) has a rotational angle θs,
and Φin(θs) represents the ratio of the angular velocities
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Fig. 2 A snapshot of toppling dominoes in an ideal case. The expression with red (black) colour is the geometrical constraint
of the red (black) triangle between neighboring dominoes.
between the ith and the nth dominoes. It should
be noted that both functions Ψ in(θs) and Φ
i
n(θs) are
dependent of the current configuration of the domino
system, and θs ∈ [0, θc], where θc = arcsin(s/h),
denoted as a spacing angle. According to the definitions
of Ψ in(θs) and Φ
i




Ψnn (θs) = θs,
Φnn(θs) = 1,
Ψ in(θs) = Ψ
i+j
n+j(θs),




The first two equations give the correlation of the
front domino to itself. The third equation describes
the translation of the domino configuration. The last
equation describes the front transformation from nth
domino to (n+ 1)th domino.
Lemma 1: For a large n, where n ≫ i, the angle
and the angular velocity of the ith domino exponentially
approach to θm and 0, respectively, at the same ratio
k = 1 −
√
s2 + 2sd/h < 1 as the sequence number i
decreases.
Proof: Noting that θm = ψ(θm), so θm is a fixed
point of Eq. (7). Meanwhile, the derivation of Eq. (7)
is
ψ′(θ) = 1− (s+ d) sin θ√
h2 − [(s+ d) cos θ − d]2
< 1 (11)
when θ ∈ [0, θm). Therefore, the angle θi will converge
to θm if i≪ n. In this case, we can use the Taylor series
to expand ψ(θi+1) around θm as












providing that s + d < h. Since ψ(θm) = θm, Eq. (12)
can be rewritten as
θi − θm ≈ k(θi+1 − θm), (14)
which means that the angle θi, as i ≪ n, converges to
θm at the exponential rate k with decreasing i. Then,








Therefore, the angular velocity θ̇i approaches to 0 at
the exponential rate k as i decreases. From Eq. (14)
and (15), it is seen that k represents the attenuation
rate of the motion for the dominoes far behind the front
domino. 
It is obvious that, for the function sequences Ψ in(θs)
and Φin(θs) when n≫ i, we have
{
Ψ in(θs) ≈ θm − c1(θs)kn−i,
Φin(θs) ≈ c2(θs)kn−i,
(16)
where c1(θs) and c2(θs) are coefficients independent of
number n.
It is worth noting that the front wave of the domino
propagation is always related to the collision between
the front domino and its next neighbouring domino.
Hence, the domino system is a structure-varying system
containing an impact-free and an impact phases. Next,
we will carry out a detailed study on these two phases.
3.2 Impact-free dynamics
Let us define the horizontal ground as the reference
plane for zero potential energy of gravity. Consider the
moment when the wave front is located at the nth
domino with a tilt angle θs, the kinematic energy Tn(θs)
and the potential energy Vn(θs) at this configuration



















2mig(h cos θi + d sin θi)
= 12m1ghHn(θs),
(17)
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where Ii = mi(h
























where, θi = Ψ
i
n(θs), and u(θi) = cos(θi) + d sin(θi)/h,
corresponding to the dimensionless height of the center
of mass for the ith domino.
We use the Euler-Lagrange equation to derive the





sSn(θs) = Gn(θs), (19)
where Mn = I1Kn(θs), Sn(θs) = dMn(θs)/dθs, and
Gn(θs) = −dVn(θs)/dθs.
Once an initial condition is specified, the dynamical
response of the domino system in an impact-free phase
can then be obtained by solving Eq.(19).
3.3 Front collision dynamics
Let us define the collision between the front domino and
its next neighbouring domino as the front collision. We
have the following theorem to characterize the property
of the front collision.
Theorem 1: The front collision satisfies the
principle that the generalized momenta before and after
the collision are conservative.
Proof: In order to analyse the impact dynamics,
we use {F ′n, Fn} (where F ′n = −Fn) to represent the
normal impact forces acting on the nth and the (n+1)th
dominoes, respectively. Since the virtual displacement
along the direction of the normal impact force F ′n is
given by δxn = h cos θsδθs, we can write the virtual
work of F ′n as
δwn = F
′
nδxn = Qnδθs, (20)
where Qn = F
′
nh cos θs.
According to Eqs. (19) and (20), the dynamics of






sSn(θs) = Gn(θs) +Qn(θs). (21)
According to the conventional assumptions for
rigid-body impact dynamics, the effects from the
gravity and the inertial force on the impact response
can be neglected. Furthermore, we assume that the
configuration of the system does not change during the
impact, i.e. θs = θc. Then, Eq.(21) can be simplified as
Mn(θc)dθ̇s = Qn(θc)dt. (22)
Similarly, by ignoring the gravity, the dynamic
equation for the (n+1)th domino subject to the external
force Fn can be obtained as
In+1dθ̇n+1 = Fnh cos θs = −Qn(θc)dt. (23)
Combining Eqs. (23) with (22) leads to
Mn(θc)dθ̇s = −In+1dθ̇n+1. (24)
Defining the impact duration [t−, t+], we have θs(t
−) =
θs(t
+) = θc, θn+1(t
−) = θn+1(t
+) = 0, θ̇s(t
−) = θ̇−s (θc)
and θ̇n+1(t
−) = 0. Let θ̇s(t
+) = θ̇+s (θc) and θ̇n+1(t
+) =
θ̇+n+1(0) be the post-impact velocities of the nth and the
(n+1)th dominoes, respectively, the integral of Eq. (24)
within the impact duration can be expressed as
Mn(θc)(θ̇
+
s (θc)− θ̇−s (θc)) = −In+1θ̇+n+1(0), (25)
which can be reformatted into
Mn(θc)θ̇
+





Note that the post-impact velocities θ̇+s (θc) and θ̇
+
n+1(0)








In addition, since Mn(θc) + In+1 =Mn+1(0), which
corresponds to the generalized mass at the instant







which means that the generalized momenta before and
after the collision are conservative. 
Finally, by combining Eqs. (19) and (28), the entire
evolution of domino’s propagation can be calculated
recursively.
4 Analytical solution for the domino wave
This section will firstly study the characteristics of
kinetic and potential energy of the mass-varying
domino system. Then, we will use the simplified model
proposed in Section 3 to build an impact mapping,
and therefore, the relationship between the post-
impact speeds of two adjacent front collisions can be
established.
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4.1 Characteristics of kinetic and potential energy
Suppose that the mass and the moment of inertia
of the domino system change at the exponential rate
q with its sequence number. So, the mass and the
moment of inertia of the ith domino can be calculated
as mi = m1q
i−1 and Ii = I1q
i−1, respectively. For
the n-dominoes system whose front domino is located
at a configuration with an angle θs, its coefficients in
























When θs = 0, according to the last equation in Eq.(10),







= Kn−1(θc) + q
n−1.
(30)
According to Eq. (10), we have Ψ j+1n (θs) = Ψ
j
n−1(θs)
and Φj+1n (θs) = Φ
j
n−1(θs). Replacing the index i by

























= u(Ψ1n(θs)) + qHn−1(θs).
(31)
Let us first analyse the mass coefficient Kn(θs). By






















which corresponds to an exponent function with respect
to q. The coefficient An(θs) takes a property as below.
Lemma 2: For θs ∈ [0, θc], An(θs) > 1, and if
q > k2, An(θs) can converge to a constant as n is
sufficiently large.
Proof: Since Φ11(θs) = 1 and all terms in the
bracketed expression in Eq.(32) are greater than zero,
we have An(θs) > 1 for θs ∈ [0, θc]. According to
Lemma 1, we have θ̇i/θ̇i+1 ≈ k for n ≫ i. And, from
Eq. (16), we can obtain Φ1n(θs) = θ̇1/θ̇n ≈ c2(θs)kn−1.
Thus, the bracketed expression in Eq. (32) forms
a function sequence for which each term multiplied










for i ≫ 1. Obviously, if q > k2, the sum of
the function sequence in Eq.(32), An(θs), can converge
to a constant for a sufficiently large n. 
Next, let us analyse the change of coefficient Hn(θs)
when the rotational angle of the front domino changes
from θs to θc. This variation can be defined as
∆Hn(θs) = Hn(θs) −Hn(θc). According to the second
equation in Eq. (31), we have
∆Hn(θs)




Defining ξn(θs) = u(Ψ
1













Lemma 3: Bn(θs) will converge to a constant if
q > k.
Proof: As Ψ1n(θs) and Ψ
1
n(θc)) converge to θm if i is
sufficiently large, we can use the Taylor series to expand










. According to Eq. (16), we
can substitute Ψ1i (θc) ≈ θm − c1(θc)ki−1 and Ψ1i (θs) ≈
θm − c1(θs)ki−1 into Eq. (35) to obtain
ξi(θs) = u
′(θm)(c1(θc)− c1(θs))ki−1, (36)
and this leads to
ξi+1(θs) = kξi(θs). (37)
Then, the bracketed expression in Eq. (34) forms a
function sequence for which each term multiplied by k/q







. Obviously, if q > k, Bn(θs) can converge to a
constant for a large n. 
Next, let us analyse the kinetic and the potential
energy stored in the domino wave. At the configuration
of the front domino with an rotational angle θs, the
mechanical energy of the domino system is
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from which the following theorem can be obtained to
characterize the domino wave.
Theorem 2: if q > k, the mass-varying domino
system can form a solitary wave for which the
mechanical energy of the system concentrates on a
fixed number of the dominoes closely behind the front
domino.
Proof: For the domino system studied in this work,
we always have k < 1. So, if q > k, it gives q > k2.
According to Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, when n is large
enough, the fallen dominoes far behind the domino
front have little contributions to the mechanical energy
of the system. Therefore, we have An(θs) = An+1(θs) =
· · · = constant and Bn(θs) = Bn+1(θs) = · · · =
constant. Hence, the domino system will propagate as a
solitary wave, and the mechanical energy of the system
will concentrate on a fixed number of dominoes closely
behind the front domino. 
4.2 Front speed and propagation mode
Noting that the mechanical energy of the system in an
impact-free phase should keep unchanged. Therefore,
when the front domino changes its configuration from
θs ∈ [0, θc], and its motion is free of impact, we should










where θ̇−n is the angular velocity of the nth domino just
before the collision with the (n+1)th domino. By using








in which the first and the second terms correspond to
the change in the angular velocity of the nth domino,
respectively, which is induced by the inertia of the
system and the gravitational potential energy.
According to Theorem 1, the generalized momenta
before and after the collision between the nth and
the (n + 1)th dominoes are conservative. Considering

























≡ r1(θ̇+n )2 + r2,
(42)
which is an impact mapping for two neighboring front
collisions.
When n ≫ i and q > k, both An(0) and Bn(0)
are constant. If define a = limn→∞An(0) and b =










It is obvious that, if q > 1−1/a, r1 < 1, and the impact






The scenario of this case is illustrated in Fig. 3(a).
Remark 1: The solution for θ̇+∗ can be calculated
using Eq. (44) only if q > (1 − 1/a). When q ≤ (1 −
1/a), r1 > 1, no solution is available for θ̇
+
∗ . This is
illustrated in Fig. 3(b).
According to Eq. (40), the constant pre-impact











Therefore, we can use θ̇+∗ and θ̇
−
∗ to compute the
mean angular velocity of the front domino as θ∗ =
(θ̇+∗ + θ̇
−
∗ )/2, and the analytical solution of the domino








Remark 2: It is worth noting that the domino wave
can pass through the chain only if the energy importing
to each standing-still domino is larger than the potential
energy for keeping it stable. Therefore, if the mass
exponent is too large, the domino wave could be stopped
by a heavy domino.
We define the stability energy for a n-dominoes




c , where θe is the
tilt angle of the front domino when the n-dominoes
system achieves its maximal potential energy within
an impact-free phase, qc represents the critical mass
exponent that could stop the wave propagation. For a
stable domino system with a large n (qc > 1 − 1/a),
Toppling dynamics of mass-varying dominoes 9
(a) (b)
Fig. 3 Impact mapping Eq. (42) for (a) q > 1− 1/a and (b) q < 1− 1/a.
.
we should have Bn(θe) = Bn+1(θe) = · · · = be, and
θ̇+n = θ̇
+
n+1 = · · · = θ̇+∗ . In this case, the mechanical















2 +m1ghb = m1ghbe, (48)
from which, with the help of Eqs.(43) and (44),
the critical mass exponent that could stop the wave
propagation can be obtained.
In summary, the wave propagation of the mass-
varying domino chain could exhibit different modes,
depending on the mass exponent q and domino’s
configuration. We classify these propagation modes as
below.
(1) Mode-A: For q < k, the solitary mode cannot be
formed in the domino system.
(2) Mode-B: For k < q < (1 − 1/a), an accelerating
solitary mode can be formed, and the front speed
increases with the wave propagation.
(3) Mode-C: For (1− 1/a) < q < qc, a uniform solitary
mode can be formed with a constant front speed.
(4) Mode-D: For q > qc, the wave propagation will be
stopped by a heavy domino.
5 Numerical investigations
In our previous study [17], we have validated the
numerical model in Eq. (3) by comparing numerical
results with the experimental results in [25]. This
section will use this numerical model as a reference
to validate the accuracy of the proposed simplified
model in this paper. Furthermore, we will study how
the exponent q and the domino configuration affect the
wave propagation.
In the following studies, all the physical quantities
are given in dimensionless form, where a natural speed
scale v̄ =
√
gh, a natural time scale t̄ =
√
h/g and a
natural energy scale Ē = m1gh/2 will be used.
Fig. 4 Dimensionless angular speed of the front domino
varies as a function of domino’s sequence number.
5.1 Validation of the simplified model
In order to verify the validity of the simplified model,
we firstly study a uniform domino system, i.e. q = 1,
which is the Domino X in [17] and was experimentally
investigated in [25]. The thickness of the domino and
the spacing between two neighboring dominoes are
d̂ = d/h = 0.18, and ŝ = s/h = 0.54, respectively.
In the simulations of the numerical model and the
simplified model, the same initial condition ˆ̇θ01 =
θ̇01 t̄ = 0.3 was used for the initial angular speed of
the first domino. The other simulation parameters of
10 T. Shi et al.

























Fig. 5 (a) An(0) and (b) Bn(0) vary as functions of domino’s sequence number and different exponential ratios calculated
for d̂ = 0.15 and ŝ = 0.45. The results for q = 0.09 are shown in the inset figures.
the numerical model include the friction coefficient
between the dominoes µ1 = 0, the friction coefficient
between the domino and the ground µ2 = 0.9, the
restitution coefficient between the dominoes e1 = 0, and
the restitution coefficient between the domino and the
ground e2 = 0. For the simplified model, simulations of
the impact-free and the impact phases were carried out
by using Eqs. (19) and (28), respectively.
Fig. 4 shows the evolution of dimensionless angular
speed of the front domino
ˆ̇
θn = θ̇nt̄ for the numerical
model (marked by red square-dashed line) and the
simplified model (denoted by blue solid line). As can
be seen from Fig. 4, a good agreement between the
numerical model and the proposed simplified model
has been achieved. Drastic variation of the angular
velocities corresponds to the collision between the
front domino and its next neighbouring domino. After
some transient collisions, variation of the angular speed
becomes stable, which indicates that the domino wave
propagates in a uniform solitary mode with a constant
natural speed (i.e. Mode-B).
5.2 Front speed
As it has validated that the simplified model is sufficient
to describe the global behaviour of the domino system,
we will use the simplified model to investigate the
propagation speed of the mass-varying domino system.
In our simulation, d̂ = 0.18, ŝ = 0.54, and the mass of
the domino varies with its sequence number at the ratio
q. Two initial conditions,
ˆ̇
θ01 = 0.3 and
ˆ̇
θ01 = 2.0 , were
used in our simulation for the initial rotational speed
of the first topping domino corresponding to slow and
fast toppling, respectively.
As d̂ = 0.18 and ŝ = 0.54, we obtain k = 0.302 by
using Eq. (13). According to Lemma 3 and Lemma 4,
the convergence of An and Bn requires q > k
2 and q >
k, respectively. Fig. 5 demonstrates this convergence
by showing the values of An(0) and Bn(0) calculated
using Eqs. (32) and (34). For q = 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 > k,
it is obvious that both An(0) and Bn(0) converge to
constant when n > 6, and the constant decreases as q
increases. When q = 0.3 < k, An(0) is convergent, and
Bn(0) is divergent. For q = 0.09 < k
2, it can be seen
from the inner panels of Fig. 5 that both An(0) and
Bn(0) are divergent.
Based on the time interval between the nth and
the (n + 1)th collisions tn, the transient propagation
speed vn can be computed as vn = (s + d)/tn, and
the dimensionless propagation speed can be calculated
as v̂n = vn/v̄. Fig. 6(a) shows the dimensionless
propagation speed of the domino system, v̂n = vn/v̄
as a function of domino’s sequence number n. For
q = 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0, we can calculate the limits of
An(0) as a = 4.77, 2.37 and 1.59, respectively. So, the
propagation speed for q = 0.5 is divergent (q < (1 −
1/a)), and the ones for q = 1.0 and 2.0 are convergent
by using different initial speeds. For q = 1.0 and 2.0,
we can calculate the limits of Bn(0) as b = 0.57 and
0.23, and therefore, the dimensionless natural speeds
v̂∗ = v∗/v̄ = 1.69 and 0.72, respectively, by using
Eq. (46). This result is consistent with the limits of
v̂n shown in Fig. 6(a) perfectly. The effect of domino’s
spacing on these speeds are shown in Fig. 6(b), which
indicates that the natural speed decreases as domino’s
spacing increases for q = 1, while the natural speed
increases as domino’s spacing increases when q = 2.
Toppling dynamics of mass-varying dominoes 11















Fig. 6 (a) Dimensionless propagation speed v̂ as a function of domino’s sequence number calculated, and (b) natural speed
v̂∗ as a function of domino’s spacing calculated for d̂ = 0.18 and ŝ = 0.54.
5.3 Different propagation modes
Wave propagation of the mass-varying domino system
could exhibit different modes depending on the values
of q and k, which is determined by domino’s geometry.
Here, we fix d̂ = 0.18, so k can be considered as a
function of domino’s spacing ŝ. Once the values of q and
k are known, the value of a which is the limit of An(0)
under different q and ŝ can be calculated, and the value
of qc can be obtained from Eq. (48). So, propagation
mode can be determined based on the conditions given
in Section 4.2. Fig. 7 presents the propagation mode
of the domino system in the q − ŝ plane, where the
calculated results in Fig. 6 have been denoted in the
figure. It can be seen that the domino systems with
q = 1.0 and 2.0 are in Mode-B, and the domino system
with q = 0.5 is in Mode-C.
Next, let us analyse the evolution of kinetic energy
of the domino system. If the domino wave is in solitary
modes, i.e. Mode-B or Mode-C, we can use Eqs. (17)








According to Lemma 3, An(θs) for Mode-B and Mode-
C will converge to constant if n is sufficiently large.
Therefore, the kinetic energy of the domino system at
the instant when the nth domino just finishes collision






Fig. 8 shows the evolution of the dimensionless
kinetic energy T̂n(0) = Tn(0)/(1/2m1gh) and the ratio
Rn = Tn+1(0)/Tn(0) calculated using the simplified
model for q = 2.0 and 0.5. It can be seen from the
Fig. 7 Propagation modes of the domino system in the q− ŝ
plane. Propagation modes of the domino systems shown in
Fig. 6 are marked as •, H and ∗ for q = 2.0, q = 1.0 and
q = 0.5, respectively.
figure that the kinetic energy for q = 2.0 increases
exponentially with n, while for q = 0.5, the kinetic
energy does not vary monotonically. Our calculations
show that limn→∞Rn = 2 for q = 2.0, meaning that Rn
converges to q. However, limn→∞Rn = 0.79 for q = 0.5,
meaning that Rn 6= q. The reason is explained as
follows. If the wave propagation is in Mode-B, we have
θ̇+n = θ̇
+
n+1 = · · · = θ̇+∗ , thus Tn(0) = 12I1a(θ̇+∗ )2qn−1,
and the ratio Rn = Tn+1(0)/Tn(0) will converge to
q. If the wave propagation is in Mode-C, we have
θ̇+n 6= θ̇+n+1 from Eq. (42). In this mode, Eq. (42) can be
simplified as (θ̇+n+1)
2 ≈ r1(θ̇+n )2, because the constant
r2 can be neglected when the value of θ̇
+
n is greatly
enlarged for a large n. Therefore, the limit of Rn in
Mode-C can be expressed as limn→∞Rn = qr1. Note
that r1 = q(1 − 1/a) = 1.58 for q = 0.5, so we have
12 T. Shi et al.




























Fig. 8 Evolution of the dimensionless kinetic energy T̂n(0) and the ratio Rn = Tn+1(0)/Tn(0) for (a) q = 2.0 and (b) q = 0.5
calculated for d̂ = 0.18 and ŝ = 0.54.
Rn = 0.79, which is consistent with the numerical
results obtained by the simplified model.
6 Concluding remarks
This paper studied the toppling dynamics of a nonuni-
form domino system for which domino’s mass varies
exponentially with its sequence number. To analyse
the characteristics of domino’s wave propagation, we
developed a simplified model whose configuration can
be described by using the rotation angle of the front
domino, and its equations of motion were built based on
the conservation principle of mechanical energy and the
principle of the generalized momentum conservation.
The validity of the simplified model was tested by
comparing with the numerical model studied in [17].
Based on the simplified model, we found that the
coefficients of the kinetic and the potential energy can
converge exponentially if the mass exponent q is greater
than the configuration-dependent parameter k. In this
case, the domino propagates as a solitary wave at
which the wavelength is a fixed number of dominoes.
Furthermore, we obtained an analytical solution for
domino’s solitary wave by establishing an impact map
for the evolution of its front velocity. It has been seen
from the impact map that the front speed can converge
to a fixed point if and only if the mass exponent q
is greater than a critical value. Therefore, the solitary
wave can exhibit two different modes, which one is the
uniform solitary mode for constant wave speed, and the
other is the accelerating solitary mode for which the
wave speed always accelerates. Furthermore, the kinetic
energy of the domino system in the solitary mode will
change exponentially with domino’s sequence number.
If the mass exponent q is very large, the domino wave
can be blocked by a heavy domino after propagating a
certain distance.
In conclusion, we have studied the dynamic
characteristics and the energy evolution of the domino
effect by using a mass-varying domino system. The
results obtained from this study could benefit for
understanding some intriguing phenomena in nature,
and have potential engineering applications, such as
design of the meta-material for energy transmission.
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